Definition Bingo Board
1. Write 8 of this week’s anti- word definitions onto the grid.
2. Cover each square with a counter if it matches the illustration shown by the bingo caller.
Continue until one player has covered all 8 squares.
3. Swap roles and play again.

A cure given or an action to reverse a
process, situation or feeling.

Something that is meant to slow the signs
of growing older.

Behaviour that is against the law or
causes distress to other people.

Applied to the armpits to stop or reduce
sweating.

Moving in the opposite direction to the
hands on a clock. anti-clockwise

A medicine that is prescribed by a doctor
to fight against an illness or infection.

Used in vehicles to stop engines freezing.

Often used to describe an item of clothing
worn by pilots and astronauts. antigravity

Given to fight against the effects of a
poison, especially those from a snake,
spider or scorpion.

Something that stops infection and disease,
for example to a scratch or cut.

Challenge Task

Write a sentence using a fronted adverbial and the word anticlockwise.
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Definition Bingo Board Answers
1. Write 8 of this week’s anti- word definitions onto the grid.
2. Cover each square with a counter if it matches the illustration shown by the bingo caller.
Continue until one player has covered all 8 squares.
3. Swap roles and play again.

A cure given or an action to reverse a
process, situation or feeling. antidote

Something that is meant to slow the signs
of growing older. anti-ageing

Behaviour that is against the law or
causes distress to other people. antisocial

Applied to the armpits to stop or reduce
sweating. antiperspirant

Moving in the opposite direction to the
hands on a clock. anti-clockwise

A medicine that is prescribed by a doctor
to fight against an illness or infection.
antibiotic

Used in vehicles to stop engines freezing.
antifreeze
Given to fight against the effects of a
poison, especially those from a snake,
spider or scorpion. antivenom

Often used to describe an item of clothing
worn by pilots and astronauts. antigravity
Something that stops infection and disease,
for example to a scratch or cut. antiseptic

Challenge Task

Write a sentence using a fronted adverbial and the word anticlockwise.

Example answer: Slowly, the children walked around the path in an anti-clockwise direction.
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